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countries become enlarged upon through studies in geogra-
phy, transportation, communication, science, and elementary
economics. Such problems as these are typical: How has sci-
ence affected the clothing materials of today? What effect
is the use of the airplane for transportation having on food
production? What are the problems of community living
which have been constant through the ages?
These themes can be handled so that the pupil learns how
people live, but they may also be handled as so much subject-
matter-to-be-learned. Often the child is unable to see the
relationship of the national, the community, or even the
neighborhood life to his personal life. His understanding and
interest might be increased by approaching the objective
world through a personal need. To use an example from the
home-living area: The classroom teacher might discover the
general pattern of family diets and approximate food expendi-
ture per family through visiting the homes of her pupils and
the food stores, and through her community activities or con-
tacts with social welfare workers. With this knowledge as a
background, she might help the children to solve hypothetical
or real family problems of food buying.
llie same approaches can be used in the housing, clothing,
recreation, and other areas of daily concern, and can lead into
generalizations concerning economic, scientific, and socio-
logical principles, and family relationships. Major principles,
simply stated, are readily grasped by the elementary child.
For example, the scientific processes of producing textiles for
clothing and household use are more fully understood and
the words are given meaning when the literature about them
is studied after some examples of textiles, old and modem,
are collected and compared. Consideration of production
often leads to more personal problems of buying and use of
goods, but more frequently the problems are left on the the-
oretical, abstract basis because of a supposed lack of time in
the school program, or because of an isolation of the school
room from actual life situations. Motivation is present, if
recognized. What elementary school child is not style con-

